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Cambodia Visa 
Important information about the visa for Cambodia 

 
If you want to go on holiday to Cambodia you have to take into account the 

mandatory visa requirement. The Cambodia visa can be applied for online, as 

long as the requirements listed in this document are met. 

 

Mandatory Yes 

Suited for Tourism 

Validity 90 days valid 

Length of stay 30 days 

Normal delivery time Average one week 

Urgent delivery Average 24 hours 

Cost £59.95 

Payment methods Visa, MasterCard, American Express, PayPal 

 

There are different types of visas for Cambodia. This brochure deals with the electronic version, 

which can be applied for online at https://e-visa.co.uk/cambodia. Travellers wishing to stay in 

Cambodia for longer than 30 days or who do not meet the requirements listed in this document 

can apply for a physical visa at the embassy. 

 

 
 

This document was compiled by e-Visa.co.uk and updated on 01-05.2020.  

Read all the pages of this document to avoid unwanted surprises during your trip.   

https://e-visa.co.uk/cambodia
https://e-visa.co.uk/cambodia
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For who 

Cambodia has a mandatory visa requirement. This means that the country cannot be entered 

without a valid visa. The easiest way to meet this requirement is to apply for the visa online. 

Applying for a Cambodia visa online is possible for: 

- Travellers with British or Irish nationality 

- Travellers of all ages (even minors need their own visa) 

- Travellers with a tourist travel purpose 

- Travellers that plan to stay in Cambodia for less than 30 days 

 

In contrast to most countries, the visa check only takes place upon arrival in Cambodia. If you 

applied for a visa at the last minute and have not received it by the time of your departure, this 

does not necessarily pose a problem. However, you must have a valid visa to get through the 

passport control in Cambodia. 

 

Requirements for the online application procedure 

A number of restrictions apply to the visa variant that can be applied for online. This concerns 

the following aspects: 

 

Arrival locations 

The electronic visa for Cambodia can be used at the country's three main airports:  

- Phnom Penh 

- Siem Reap 

- Sihanoukville 

 

The electronic visa for Cambodia can be used at the country's four most used border crossings:  

- Cham Yeam (Koh Kong) 

- Poi Pet (Banteay Meanchey) 

- Bavet (Svay Rieng) 

- Tropaeng Kreal (Stung Treng) 

 

Take note: if you applied for your visa online, you can only enter Cambodia at the above listed 

seven locations. Travellers arriving elsewhere are not eligible for this type of visa and must 

acquire a physical visa by visiting the embassy. 

 

Apart from the airports and border posts mentioned above, leaving Cambodia is also allowed at 

all other official border crossings. It is not necessary to know on arrival where and when you plan 

to leave the country.  
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Passport requirements for Cambodia 

The passport of each traveller must have a minimum remaining validity of six months at the time 

of arrival in Cambodia. If the passport is not valid for at least six more months, entry will not be 

granted, even if a visa has been issued. 

 

The Cambodia visa is only valid if used in conjunction with the passport which was used to obtain 

it. This is because the passport number is indicated on the visa. 

 

Print it twice 

Once the visa application for Cambodia is approved, an e-mail is sent to the person who 

submitted the application. This e-mail contains a link to the status page on e-Visa.co.uk. The 

status page contains an overview of all travellers who have applied for a visa for Cambodia in a 

single application form. You can see whether the visa has been granted next to the name of the 

traveller. If it has been granted, the visa can be downloaded by using the download button next 

to the name in the overview.  

 

It is very important that each visa is printed twice. Each traveller is required to hand in one 

printed copy of the visa on arrival. As the visa may be asked for at a later stage (e.g. when leaving 

Cambodia), the second printout of the same visa must be kept in your hand luggage during the 

entire journey. 

 

Validity 

The Cambodia visa has a validity period of 90 days and a maximum length of stay of 30 days. 

This may require some explanation. At the time of applying, you will be asked for an expected 

arrival date. The validity period starts 30 days before that (if the visa is applied for in time). This 

means that the traveller may arrive in Cambodia 30 days earlier than the expected arrival date 

stated in the application form. As the validity period is 90 days and the maximum length of stay 

is 30 days, it is also possible to arrive in Cambodia 30 days later. Even then, 30 days of the 90 

days remain and the maximum stay of 30 days can be used without problems. 

 

Summarized 

- The stay in Cambodia cannot last longer than 30 consecutive days 

- The entire stay must fall within the overall 90-day validity of the visa 

 

How to apply 

Applications for the Cambodian visa can be easily submitted online. The application form for the 

electronic Cambodia visa can be found at https://e-visa.co.uk/cambodia. The application will be 

approved in an average of one week. If the 'urgent delivery' option is checked in the application 

form, the visa is usually granted within 24 hours.  

https://e-visa.co.uk/cambodia

